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Pushkin' s interest in Shakespeare began in 1823 at Odessa and continued

well into 1824 when he moved to Michailovskoe. During this period he read
Shakespeare extensively, concentrating mostly on his major tragedies and
histories such as Rícoord III, Kíng John , Macbeth, Rαnlet and Henη IV.
It was also during this period that Pushkin developed an interest in Russian life and history and this interest, combined with the inspiration which
Sh하æsp않re ’ s plays gave him, resulted in his historical drama Boris Godunov (1 825).
Shakespeare ’ s influence on Pushkin has been remarked 때on even during
Pushkin ’ s lifetime and various aspects of the influence have been commented upon. 1 Borís Godunov shares with many of Shakespeare ’ s histories
and tragedies a major preoccupation, namely that of usurpation. That both
Shakespeare and Pushkin, despite the differences in their historical backgrounds , should have been interested in this question is not a coincidence.
The question as to who should be occupying the throne is one that was of
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utmost sensitivity in the historical situations of England in Shakespeare ’ s
time and Russia in Pushkin ’ s time. Shakespeare lived at a time when succession was a cause of much anxiety for Englishmen , who did not want to
see the repetition of the bloody history of the past. The accession of James
VI of Scot1 and to the English throne was hailed by many with relief ,
although the possibilities of insurrection still existed. Pushkin too lived at
a time of political instability , which was eventually to lead to the December uprising.
However it is not with Shakespeare's histories but with his tragedy

Macbeth that Boris Godunov shares certain affinities which knit the two
plays c1 0ser together than with others. Both Macbeth and Boris are heroes
who

떠so

happen to be murderer-usurpers. They both attain the throne

through the murder of the legitimate king or heir; they are both considered tyrants; and they both suffer from pangs of conscience. But apart
from these superficial similarities , more important questions the two plays
raise are the nature of kingship, of poIitical authority and legitimacy, which
the choice of usurpation as a subject naturally entails.
In the two plays these ideas are brought forward by a set of images
When Macbeth , after having successfully vanquished the rebels , is addressed by the newly given ti t1 e of the Thane of Cawdor, he asks , “ Why do
you dress me/ In borrow어 robes?" (I. iv. 106-7) At the beginning of play,
Boris is asked to filI the 퍼ntenanted throne npeCTon ôe3BnaCTH뼈 "(Kpe때eB
CKHe nanaTbI, 28) , a1 though the very next lines designate him as a murderer
and render him an inappropriate candidate for the role.
The question that these images immediately raise is: “ Does the throne
and the robe belong to anyone by an inalienable right?" Macbeth and
Boris put on the robe and ascend the throne to become kings but the
throne and the robe are the things they have usurped and the plays show
how they come to assume roles which do not belong to them and in
which they do not feel at ease. What these images ultimately reveal is the
split and discrepancy between the outer man who sits on the throne,
wearing the crown and the robe and the inner man behind these outward
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symbols of sovereignity. The discrepancy raises a whole series of questions concerning the nature of political authority and kingship , the basis on
which it is founded , the question of legitimacy and the process of legitimation , and ultimately the nature of man as a political being. Both writers
address these questions by turning to their past histories , more specifically to
the periods in the history of both countries marred by great dynastic
struggles.

11
Shakespeare ’ s interest in politics is expressed mainly through his English
histories ,

de외ing

mostly with the dynastic

sσuggles

between the houses of

Lancaster and York in the War of the Roses , which only came to a close
with the triumphant accession of Henry Tudor. When the Tudor reign ended
with the accession of James 1, Shakespeare had stopped writing histories
and had tumed to tragedy , producing his greatest and darkest works
including Macbeth. He moves away from the interest in the great
historical changes and the fate of the nation to the problem of individual
and his suffering. Yet Shakespeare never entirely loses his interest in political questions and by choosing to deal with usurpation, Shakespeare once
again addresses the questions directly. Macbeth is a tragedy with overt political implications. In tuming to the remote history of Scotland in a play
which was performed before the king , Shakespeare was deliberately drawing attention to these aspects , the aspects which assume added significance when we consider that the play directly refers to one of James's ancestors in the figure of Banquo.
Until recently Shakespeare ’ s histories have been read as offering a unified historical narrative expressing a politically and morally orthodox monarchist philosophy of history. In this philosophy the Tudor regime is celebrated as the divinely sanctioned legitimate regime , which can ensure the
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nation its political stability. This is the extreme conservative view of history which Tudor historians such as Edward Hall had propounded and
which critics such as E. M. Tillyard endorsed. According to this view the
body politic or the state is considered not only in the political and secular
sense but

머 so

in the metaphysical sense as one of the

functions of a

universal order, created and govemed directly by God ’ s Providence. 2 The
monarch was thus seen to have two bodies , the body natural and the
body politic in the same body. Francis Bacon, writing of James and the
unification of Scotland and England under him , expressed it as “ the perfect
union of bodies, politic as well as natural". (Kantorowicz , 24-41). Under this
ideology , rebellion and usurpation are sins against both king and God.
Even Henry V, the ideal king , does not entirely get over the stain of his
father ’ s usurpation of the crown from Richard II and prays before the great
battle of Agincourt:
Not to-day , 0 Lord!
O! not to-day , think not upon the fault
My father made in encompassing the crown.
(IV.

Î.

312-4)

It is difficult to see how deeply the Elizabethans , including Shakespeare,

held on to this view of kingship. Or is this philosophy of kingship strategies of legitimation through which the dominant ideology sought to
validate its own political and moral power? (Tennenhouse, 72-85). There is
no doubt that the overt political message behind Macbeth is an orthodox
one of the highest degree and that Shakespeare had intended this to be so.
In Macbeth , Shakespeare combined two different stories and of Macbeth -

those of Donald

and made significant changes to render the story

dramatically effective as well as politically orthodox. In the first place , the
original Duncan in Holinshed' s chronicI e, which

Shakespeare used as his

source , was a younger and feebler king. By making Duncan a saintly and
older man , Macbeth is made more evil and the murder of such a king
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becomes a damnable act as Macbeth himself acknowledges:
8esides , this Duncan
Hath bome his fac비ties so meek , hath been
So clear in his great office , that his virtues
Will plead like angels , trumpet-tongued, against
The deep damnation of his taking-off,
(I. vii. 16-20)
In the original story Macbeth had a genuine grievance whereas in Shakespeare the on1y reason for his treason is his “ Vaulting ambition"( I. vii. 27).
The changes that he made in the role of Banquo too are most interesting.
In Holinshed Banquo is one of the chief accomplices in the

φen

rebel1ion.

Shakespeare makes Banquo an innocent victim and changes the rebellion
into a secret murder and ignores the ten years of good rule under Macbeth.
The sinful nature of Macbeth ’ s murder is

려 so

reinforced by a series of

images and allusions, which draw close parallels between the breaking of
the moral , political and natural order. As a norm or status quo, nature is
constantly evoked to show that it will rise up against the murder of the
lawful king. Thus on the night of the murder, the elements are in turmoil
the day , a
falcon is moused by an owl-hawk and Duncan ’ s tame horse tums wild
and a series of unnatural events occur: the dark night

sσangles

and savage. Scotland under the usurped rule of Macbeth, groaning under
the tyrant yoke , is a nation diseased. Against a whole range of such
images stands the idea of sanctity and saintliness of the king. This idea is
embodied not on1y in Duncan but more particularly in Edward the Confessor , the saint-king of England. The long section describing his miraculous power of healing is a strong endorsement of the divine nature of the
king as God ’ s anointed deputy on earth. The end of the play which sees
the restoration of the Jegitimate ruler is a return to order and stability. In
this way the entire play can be read as a cautionary taJe against rebe Jl ion
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and usurpation.
This kind of interpretation of history has recently come under challenge
by critics who see in Shakespeare ’ s plays other interests and processes at
work. As Knapp points out , Shakespeare knew that politics was the art of
accommodation and survival and there is more awareness of Machiavellian
process at work than is thought by Tillyard(Knapp , 183-210). Such an awareness is sharply brought into focus in

Ric뼈rd

II , where the king ’ s will to

be the sole representative of God comes into conflict with his subjects s
I

desire to split the king ’ s being into one natural body capable of death and
another immortal body capable of succeeding to a different person. Wh at
occurs in other words is demystification of kingship and this process is made
possible by usurpation which opens up the gap between the two bodies of
the king and thus brings into interrogation the nature of legitimate authority. In Macbeth , the process of demystification occurs through a cluster
of images which show up the split in the outer public man and the inner
man, the man who has donned the robe of kingship and the man who exists
behind this symbol. As Shakespeare writes in Measure for Measure authority is something that one puts on as a piece of clothes: “man, proud
man/ Dressed in a little brief authority" (II. ii. 121-2). This concept is given
a more concrete expression in Macbeth through the recurring images of
clothes and dressing (Spurgeon , 325) , which in tum exposes the theatrical
nature of kingship and ultimately of human life.
Read from this point of view , in Macbeth can be found even from the
beginning the elements which undermine and subvert the orthodox political
message. The reign of Duncan as portrayed at the opening of the play has
nothing of the stability and peace that should accompany such a virtuous
God-sanctioned king , and the social order is one of, as Eagleton puts it ,
“ routine oppression and incessant warfare" (Eagleton , 2). The play opens with

the rebellion of Macdonald , which is swiftly followed by those of Cawdor
and of Macbeth. These rebellions therefore appear not as isolated events
but as habitual occurrences. The parallel between Cawdor and Macbeth ,
which is emphasized through the conferring of the title of

Ca、，ydor

on
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Macbeth , is carried further in Duncan ’ s implicit trust in both of these
betrayers. Duncan says of Cawdor:
There ’ s no art
To find the mind ’ s construction in the face:
He was a gentleman on whom I built
An absolute trus t.
(1. iv. 11-4)

The lines might well apply to Macbeth himself and Duncan' s inability to
see through appearance makes him a ruler who has no understanding of
the less scrupulous, Machiavellian politics where the art of dissimulation is
one of paramount importance. Duncan does not seem to leam from his
mistakes and this leads us to question his fitness to govem effectively in
a world where duty , loy a1 ty and trust do not a1 ways exist. Duncan ’ s son
M a1colm , on the other hand, perhaps by virtue of his experience, is more
wary , less trusting and more capable of manipulation and dissimulation to
attain his end. The long and tedious section in which he tests Macduff,
painting himself to be even blacker than Macbeth , is an instance of
masterly playacting which deceives even the hardened Macduff. Ma1colm
presents himself as black and white at once and when he suddenly sheds
this pretense and shows himself to be a11 white, Macduff is at a loss:
“ Such welcome and unwelcome things at once/ ’ Tis hard to reconcile" he

says (I V.

11 1.

139-140). M a1 colm is the legitimate heir of Duncan and it is

fitting that his restoration should signa1 a retum to order. Yet such a
section subverts the orthodox meaning by undermining Ma1 colm' s identity.
This question which is but 1ightly touched upon in the case of Ma1 colm
is given a fuller treatment in Macbeth. From the

veη

beginning , Mac-

beth ’ s identity is made ambiv a1 ent through the witches ’ s prophesy: he is
called at once the Thane of Glamis and Cawdor and is told that he would
be king. In the course of the play Macbeth plays all these three roles. The
first is his by his birthright , the second eamed by merit and the third
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usurped by murder. When he ís addressed by the name of Cawdor, he asks ,
“ Why

do you dress me/ ln borrowed robes?" Macbeth is ill at ease and

Banquo thus excuses him:
New honours come upon him,
Like our strange garments , cleave not to their mould ,
But with the aid of use
0. iii. 142-4)

Similarly Angus sums up Macbeth ’ s kingship in these words:
Now does he feeI his title
Hang Ioose about him, Iike a giant robe
Upon a dwarfish thief.
(V. ii. 20-2)
Angus regards kingship as a role that is too big for Macbeth but this is
not entirely justified in that Macbeth is by no means a dwarfish figure.
The more important meaning of this image is that the robe does not belong
to him and therefore does not fit him. Then to whom does this giant ’ s robe
belong? Malcolm is the legitimate owner of this robe but Malcolm is

har버y

a giant figure in the play. The real significance of the image lies not in
whether the robe belongs to Macbeth or to another, but that man is always
assuming roles and playing a part like an actor on the stage. Thís idea is
brought out sharply in Richard II, where Richard says:
Thus play 1 in one person many people,
And none contented. Sometimes am 1 king,
Then treasons make me wish myself a beggar,
And so am 1. Then crushing penurγ
Persuades me 1 was better when a king;
Then am 1 kinged again - and by and by
Think that 1 am unkinged by Bolingbroke
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And straight am nothing.
(V.v .3 1-8)

In this way being king is merely playing king , being a1 10wed “ a little
scene/To monarchize , be feared , and kill with looks"( III. ii. 164-5). Similarly
Macbeth in his last great soliloquy reaches an understanding of the theatrical nature of a11 human endeavours , not only of kingship but a1 so of life
itself. We are

머1

actors who are given our roles to play on the stage for

a brief while:
Life ’ s but a wa1king shadow; a poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more. It is a ta1 e
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury ,
Signifying nothing.
(V. v. 23-7)

As one who holds the centre of the stage, on whom 려1 eyes are tumed, to
be king is doubly to be an actor and if so , then kingship is not an in a1 ienable right given to God's elect but a role which anyone could assume by
assuming the outward symbols of kingship, such as the kingly robe , the
crown or the throne. Taken in this sense , all robes are borrowed robes
and all thrones are empty and politics becomes entirely a matter of assuming roles. In this context usurpation ceases to become a sin and can be
seen merely as a natural stage in the struggle for power. This

떠 so

makes

it possible to argue that the important point about usurpation is not so
much how legitimate a given ruler is but how successfully he can legitimate and validate his authority. In a sense Macbeth fails not only because
the logic of tragedy requires his fall but because he is not unscrupulous and
Machiavellian enough to feel comfortable in the role that he has chosen for
himsel f. Having intemalized the orthodox political moral of the sinfulness
of usurpation , Macbeth is too ill at ease and too tormented to play his
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chosen role successfully , as his breakdown at the banquet scene reve a1 s.

””These less orthodox ideas with their subversive implications are but
implied in Macbeth but in Boris Godunov they rise to the surface, exposing Machiavellian processes at work behind the world of politics. Pushkin
took the story of Boris Godunov from the tenth and eleventh volumes of
Karamzin ’ s Russian history 0818-1824). Karamzin attributed Boris ’ s and
Russia' s misfortunes to the murder of

Dimiσy.

and portrayed both Boris and

Grigory as evil rulers whose usurped reigns marked dark times for Russia.
As a historian Karamzin is a conservative one who espoused the belief in a
political order based upon God-sanctioned legitimate rule.
Although Pushkin used Karamzin as his source, Pushkin gives in his play
a different interpretation of the events. His interest in the ruler and in
political authority goes back to 1810 and through his reading of Karamzin
and Shakespeare Pushkin was inspired to probe deeply into these issues.
Just as Shakespeare had tumed to the troubled times in English history,
Pushkin tumed to the years immediately preceding the Time of Troubles ,
a period which witnessed a series of usurpation , bridging the gap between
the dynasties of Rurik and Romanov. Pushkin ’ s rejection of Karamzin's conservatism makes it more plausible to suppose that it was not the orthodox
historian that he saw in Shakespeare. On the contrary , what probably interested him more in Shakespeare is the way Shakespeare ’ s plays , despite their
overt conservative messages , go on to interrogate the very nature of
political authority and in this interrogation the two writers draw close in
their understanding of the theatrical nature of poIi tic a1 life which requires
from its participants the art of dissimulating and acting , and of the subsequent split in the symbols of sovereignty and the inner man behind the
symbols.
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The political life is exposed in Boris Godunov as one of pretense , and the
difference between Macbeth and Boris is that whereas Macbeth arrives at
this insight through his intense suffering , everyone in Boris Godunov seems
to be aware of its nature from the start. From the very first scene Pushkin explodes any illusion one may have of notions such as truth, loyalty
and legitimacy. In the opening of the play when Vorotynsky asks Shuisky
how the excitement will end , Shuisky ’ s cynical answer makes it clear that
he regards it

머1

as a piece of drama in which the people, Boris , and even

they themselves play a part.
4eM KOH4HTC~? Y3HaTb He MynpeHO:
Hapon e.e nOBoeT na nonna4eT ,
Bo pHC eDl e n。μOp띠HTC꺼 HeMHoro ,
나TO nb~HHua npen 4apKO~ BHHa ,
H HaKOHeu no MHnOCTH CBoeß
npHH~Tb BeHeu CMHpeHHO cornaCHTC~;
A TaM -- a TaM OH 6yneT HaMH npaBHTb
nO -npe:t< HeMy.
(Kpe MneBCKHe nanU hI, 6-13)
These words of Shuisky' s are ironic , since he then goes on to reveal
that it was Boris who had killed the boy Tsarevich and that he could have
exposed Boris. What prevented him, he declares, was Boris' s tota1 composure and shamelessness:
OH,

CMYTHn
CnOK얘 CTBHeM ， 6eCCT뻐HOCT~ He *DaHHoß;
OH MHe B rna3a CMOTpen KaK 6ynTo npaB에ß:
PaccnpamHBan , B nonp06HOCTH BxonHn -H nepen HHM ~ nOBTopHn HenenOCTb ,
KOTOPY~ MHe caM OH HamenTan
(KpeMneBC I< He nanaT hI, 44-49)
npH3H뻐Cb ，

Torna

MeH~
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Here we get a glimpse of Boris as a supremely capable actor, who is able
not only to cover up his own guilt with a coolness so lacking in Macbeth ,
but also to force others to pretend by the sheer force of his person a1 ity.
Shuisky , not being a fool , goes along with Boris ’ s game with a tacit
understanding that the pretense is to be kept up. But by speaking of Boris
as a murderer in the very first scene when he is about to ascend the empty
throne, Pushkin questions his fitness to be Tsar. Macbeth was ca1 led “ a
dead butcher" at the end of the play , but Boris is given this appe11ation
from the beginning , as Shuisky c a1 ls him
q". Yet the nobles and the people

“ 3~Tb

ch∞ se

nanaqa H caM B ayme nana

to have him as their ruler,

a1 though some are fu11y aware of his mora1 unfitness to ascend the throne.

According to Shuisky , Boris has even less right to be king than they have ,
who are after 머1 princes of noble blood. Vorotynsky says , “ Bellb

MLI

6 HMen

H npaBO써acnellOBaTb φeOllOPY". Shuisky ’ s reply to this is , “lla , 6one ，껴eM rOll
yHOB" and he mentions the possibility of stirring up the people against
Boris. The only thing that prevents them is Boris ’ s cunning , his ability to
win the people with love and fear , and their own loss of power and
we a1 th as a class. What this scene makes clear is that neither mora1
unfitness nor lack of lineage is an obstacle to gaining power, that the
empty throne is up for the grab for anyone who has the power to do so.
The events of the play which end with the rise of Grigory the Imposter
bear out the truth of this.
The whole of the opening of the play which dea1 s with the way Boris
ascends the empty throne -

Boris ’ s initial refus a1 to accept the crown , the

people' s pleading and his fin a1 acceptance -

has a theatric a1 qu a1 ity ,

which sets the tone of the entire play. Boris , the people and the nobles a11
take part in one big drama, where everyone tacitly understands that it is
a11 a pretense. After having murdered for power, Boris ’ s humility and refus a1 of the crown , reminiscent of Richard III , can only be taken as an
astute strategy for legitimation. His refusal incites the people to beg him
to take the crown and this enables him to c1 aim that he has been elected
by the wi lI of the people
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But this scene is full of irony. The theatrical nature of the political
game is exposed in the tears that people shed more than anywhere e1 se.
There is something chilling in the way a woman throws down her baby to
make him cry at an appropriate moment as there is something comic in
the way that tears are rung by resorting to onions. When Boris finally
accepts the throne, his words of acceptance ring with irony:
06Ha*eHa MO~ nyma npen BaMH ’
BbI BHnenH , ‘~TO ~ npHe~ BnaCTb
BenHK~ co CTpaXOM H CMHpeHHeM.
(2.

KpeμneBCKHe

nanaT bI, 2-4)

Baring of one ’ s sou1 before another is something no one is capable of
doing in this world where everyone must dissimulate and wear masks. Such
a moment is kept for a very different Boris for a very different hour. 1n his
moment of privacy in the scene “ UapCKHe naJJa Tbi", Boris is conscience-stricken
and tormented by guilt , showing the inner man to be very different from
the so composed and shameless one seen by Shuisky. 1n this moment of
solitude Boris acknowledges to himself the reality of his suffering and the
vanity of human life as well as the meaninglessness of ambition and
power:
HH BnaCTb , HH *H3Hb

MeH~

He

Becen꺼 T.

(UapCKHe

nanaTμ ，

17)

AX! 4yBCTBy~: HH4TO He Mo*eT Hac
cpenH MHpCKHX ne4aneA ycnoKOHTb.
(UapCKHe nanaT bI, 46)
The hiding of one ’ s real self behind various masks and roles as the circumstance demands is best ilI ustrated in the brief exchange between Shuisky
and Vorotynsky. When Boris is made Tsar , Shuisky declines to remember
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that he had ever said anything against Boris:
Tenepb He Bpe Wl nOMHHTb,
COBeTym nopoA H
A Bnpo 'l eM ,

$1

3a6~BaTb

3J1 0C JlOBHeM

Torna *eJla Jl Te6$1
BepHeA y3HaTb

npHTBOpH~M

J1Hmb HCn~TaTb ，

TBO꺼 TaAH~A

o6pa3

~c JleA;

(2 KpelolJleBC I< He

n aJIaT~，

28-32)

Shuisky, who thus has a memory that is conveniently malleable, clearly
has a more Machiavellian understanding of politics than Vorotynsky, who
appears naive

against him. Shuisky has no illusion as to what being a

courtier involves , that being one requires skill in assurning roles and in
playing parts. Truth , duty , loyalty , honesty have no reality , whether it is
in the ruler , the courtier or the people. It is he who tells Boris later of the
fickleness of the mob:
Ho 3Haemb caM:

6ecc뻐CJleHHU 'l epHb

113MeHt{ HBa , M$l Te *H a , cyeBepHa,
Rer l< o nycToA
MrHOBeHHOMY
DJI$I

HCTHH~

Hane~e

BHYmeHH~

npenaHa ,
nOCJIYmHa ,

r Jlyxa H paBHonymHa ,

A 6aCH$l MH nHTaeTC $I OHa.

(2 UapC I< He
It is not the truth but the fable that is required and
a series of

t떠es ，

naJlaT~，

histoη

82-87 )

in this sense is

which must be acted out briefly on the stage , as Richard

II and Macbeth well knew.

What then counts is not reality but appearance , the show rather than the
inner truth , the process of legitimation which gives authority an appearance
of legitimacy rather than legitimacy itself. And a successful ruler is not
one who adheres to truth and virtue but one who understands the Machiavellian principles behind politics , who , without iIIusion , can manipulate various
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forces to attain his end. Boris himself is a fairly good example of this. He
is without ilI usion about the support of the people , who can turn against
him any momen t. He knows he has not succeeded in winning the people ,
in spite of his good rule:
~HBa~

OHH

BnaCTb

nn~

~6HTb YMe~T

4epHH HeHaBHCTHa.
TonbKO MepTB~X.
(UapCKHe

nanaT~ ，

23-24)

Pushkin wrote to Viazemsky in September 13th, 1825 (nym I< HH , 1996, 458) that
he was judging Boris from a politica1 point of view, and from this point of
view Boris was a good ruler who successfully ruled during the period of
rapid changes when Russia was movihg into a new phase in its history.
Accepting cruelty and murder as part of the struggle for power, Pushkin
thought Karamzin was naive when he accused Ivan IV of cruelty , and
criticized Tacitus for describing Tiberius as a tyrant (nYW I<뻐， 1996, 294).
Pushkin treats Boris from a more realist point of view , and even on his
deathbed the political necessity of giving advice to his son to ensure a
successful rule is a more urgent business than looking after his own soul
Like Shakespeare ’ s Henry IV, Boris gives his son ’ s reign a legitimacy that
his own did not have.
Ho 4yBCTB~ -- MoA C~H ， T버 MHe nopo ll<e
flymeBHoro cnaceHb~ ... Ta K H 6μTb l
H nonnaHH~M pOll<neH , H YMepeTb
MHe nonnaHH뻐 BO MpaKe 6 Hanne ll< ano;
Ho ~ nOCTHr BepxoBHoA BnaCTH -- 4eμ?
He cnpamHBa꺼 flOBonbHo: T~ HeBHHeH ,
Tμ uapCTBOBaTb Tenepb no npaBy cTaHemb,
(MOCKBa , UapcKHe

nanaT~，

60-66)

But he is only too well aware that reigning rightfully is no guarantee
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against treason and rebellion , and it is chiefly the Machiavellian lesson of
maintaining power that Boris teaches his son Feodor. He suggests as
advisor Shuisky, who ironically is a character less distinguished for his
truth and loyalty than by his cynical understanding of the ways of the
world. Boris knows Shuisky to be a man who cannot be trusted (A ßlylí Cl<。
My He non*HO nOBe-p~Tb: YKnOH4HB뼈， HO CMeJI뼈 H nYKaBbllí .. .)(2. UApcl이ie nana
l, 59-6이 and yet in recommending him he knows that Feodor stands a
better chance of survival with the help of such a man than otherwise. Yet
ironically , Shuisky fails to live up to Boris' s trust in not giving the necessary support to Feodor in his downfal l.
Th

1t is because Boris knows that pretense and appearance are everything
that he experiences such a fear when Grigory the 1mposter sudden1 y appears
on the scene:
nyCToe HIolSI, TeHb Y*enH TeHb copseT C MeH~ nopφHpy
Hnb 3SyK n‘!mHT neTeR MOHX HacnenCTsa?
(2 UapcKHe

nanaT~.

150-152)

As in Macbeth , the putting on of clothes and thereby assuming different
roles is made complicated in the figure of Grigory. Grigory puts off his
monkish habit and turns himself into a monarch. 1n this process , however,
he is given the name of the 1mposter, m따óng it clear that there is a split
in what he is and what he professes to be. Like Macbeth , who has three
titles given to him , Pushkin gives Grigory four different names: Grigory ,
the 1mposter, False-Dimitry and Dimitry. His identity is fluid as he
assumes one and casts off another. By replacing the name of

Grigorγ

with

that of the 1mposter or Dimitry, it is as if Pushkin wanted to show that
he has no identity other than the false ones he assumes. Boris calls him
an empty name , a shadow and one of the mendicant friars Varlaam says
nobody knows who he is and where he comes from (“ HeBenOMO KTO , HeBenO
MO oTKyna")(Kop4Ma Ha nHTOBCKO찌 rpaHHue , 33). Patriarch describes Grigory
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as having donned a stolen chasuble, like Macbeth ’ s borrowed robe:
CblH , paCCTpHra OKa Jl HHbll!,
npOCnblTb yMen nHMHTpHeM B HapoAe;
OH HMeHeM uapeBH4a , KaK pH30 l!
YKpaAeHH。꺼， õeCCTblAHO OÕna4HnCJI;

BeCOBCμ{때

(UapC I<aJl AYMa ,48-5 1)
The split between the inner man and the clothes is once again brought
out in the scene with Marina. ]ust as Boris is allowed his more private
and human moment , so Grigory is allowed the same moment of sympathy
in the love scene with Marina. In a rare moment when any character reveals his inner self to another being , Grigory confesses to Marina:
R 짜ipy JJran; HO He Teõe , MapHHa
MeHJI I<a 3HHTb: JI npaB nepeA TOÕOI。
HeT , JI He Mor OÕMaHblB aT b TeÕJl.
TbI MHe õblna eAHHCTBeHHo l! CB Jl TblHe l!,
npe l1 He 꺼 *e JI npHTBopCTBOBaTb He CMeJJ;
Ol1Ha ~ÕOBb npHHYl1HJJa MeHJI
Bce BμCKa3aTb.
(H0 4b. CaJl.

φOHTaH，

130-138)

But the supreme irony of this scene is that Marina does not want the
truth. She does not love Grigory but the name Tsarevich and Grigory reproaches her with “ He rOBopH , 'I TO caH , a He MeHJI / 11J 6paJl a Tb[" (HO 'l b. Call.
φ。 HTaH ， 80-8 1). But this too is ironical in that Grigory too judges people
by their clothes (“ JI y3Ha~ Ha HHX/ 3eM깨 pOllHOR Olle l!<llY" (KpaKoB. lloM BHillHeBeUKoro , 66-63). To Marina it does not matter whether it is the real
Tsarevich or an imposter as long as the pretense is kept up. Moreover, it
is not only to Marina that the true identity of Grigory remains unimportant. The rest of the world who is bent on making him Tsar feels
the same , and this , for example , can be seen in the scene where the poet ,
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knowing full well who Grigory/Griska is , still calls him “ Great Tsarevich ,
Resplendent Prince". While saying this , the stage direction instructs the poet
to bow before Grigory clutching his robe.
n03T

(npH6JlH:((aerCJJ,

BeJJHKI깨

npHHQ ,

K.지'aHJJCb HH3KO H XBaraJJ rpHDlKy 3a no.ny):

CBeTJJeltmH꺼

KOpOJJeBH4 1
(KpaKOB. llOM 5HmHeBeQKOro , 62-63)

Grigory himself too is on1y too well aware of the pretense behind it al1:
HJJb HeT -- 4TO HM 3a neJJo?
HO ~ npeDJJor pa3nopOB H BO꺼HhI.
HM 3TO JJHmb H Hy* HO ,
llHMHTP때 ~

(H。뾰 Can. φ。 H TaH ，

197-199)

The truth of this is bome out in one of the last scenes when the character
Pushkin and Basmanov, intent on seizing power, discuss the use they will
make of Grigoη:
5blTb MO J!(eT , OH llHMHTPHlt HaCTO~IIlHlt ，
5μTb MO J!( eT , OH H caM03BaHeQ; TOJJbl<。
51 BenalO, 4TO paHO HJJH n03nH。
EMy MOC l< By yCTynHT CblH 50PHCOB.
(C Ta BKa , 16-19)
1n this way

Grigorγs

accession to power does not even depend on some-

thing as unambiguous as winning a battle. When he is defeated, a11 seems
10st and all that Grigory can do is to go to sleep, a reaction so unheroic
and feeble that it verges on the comic. 1n the worI d of Machiavellian
po1itics , the selZl ng of power , however, does not depend upon heroic deeds
It depends more upon an ability to grasp right opportunities , to plot and to
playact successfully. Boris ’ s timely death provides an opportunity for insur-
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rection and in order to seize power all it needs is a ceremony publicly proclaiming Grigory as Dimity the Tsar. In other words , what is needed is
not a military victory but a successful staging of a scene, which gives the
semblance of legitimacy , which tums fiction into fact , an imposter into a
tsar. The character Pushkin who realizes this thus promptly organizes an
occasion for such a proclamation.
Although Grigory is an imposter, this does not rule out the possibility
that he could tum out to be a

go여

ruler. This is shown through the com-

plex use Pushkin makes of the various names under which Grigory speaks.
In the scene where Grigory woos Marina, Pushkin suddenly changes his
name from the Imposter to
Pushkin

외so

Dimiσy

makes him speak as

and then reverts back to the Imposter.
Dimiσy

after Grigory has gained a

victory. This unusual change in the way the writer calls his character is
conspicuous , and it is significant that the parts where Grigory is made to
speak under the name of

Dimiσy

are the parts where he most shows

some of the qualities which go into the making of a good ruler. For
instance, in the wooing scene Grigory emerges from the role of a lover to
one who has conquered his passion to proudly claim for himself his
destiny as Tsar. In the battle scene, again Grigory is portrayed as a ruler
who cares for his people. In these moments Grigory is shown to be a
ruler who lives up to the name of Dimitry and Pushkin implies through
this that the ability to rule well is more important than the birthright.
Grigorγ ’ s replacing Boris ’ s heir at the end of the play constitutes the
second usurpation in the play. In this second usurpation , however, the
people are finally reduced to speechlessness. This ending is ambiguous and
has been interpreted in a variety of ways. The silence of the people who
have heard the cry from within, Pushkin tells us , is that of horror. Before
the shameless lie of Masalski that Feodor had poisoned himself, the horrified silence can signify the sudden awareness on the people ’ s

p따t

of the

true nature of politics and a recognition that they too had perhaps been
unwitting accomplices in the political game. It is possible that Pushkin , by
leaving the end of the play in this open way , may have wanted to show
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this moment of awareness as a moment of truth in which is exposed the
fundamental contradiction in human nature when man as a political being
is shown to be at odds with man as a moral being.

IV
In

Macbeth

and to a greater extent ín

Boris Godunov

the world of polítícs

ís a world where men must híde theír true selves and assumes identities
which the story requires of them. Thus Macbeth is at once Glamis ,
Cawdor and king , a murderer and dead butcher. Boris is tsar but

머so

a

butcher at heart , a murderer, finally a monk In all these different roles
which they assume , hides true Macbeth and Boris, the inner man whom
only the readers are allowed to see. The robes they put on to play their
respective roles are at odds with the inner man and they thus betome
contradictions to themselves , ill at ease and divided in themselves. These
contradictions belong not only to the usurpers but to all rulers , and lie at
the core of man as a political being. It is perhaps these contradictions that
Shakespeare and Pu shkin wanted to expose as they wrote of their usurper
heroes.

Notes
1. AJJe l< CeeB , M. n. , H36p 8. HHble

nyDJKHH. Cp8. BH,-HCTopH<æCKHe Hcc.nenOB 8. HHJI.

JJeHHHrp a.a, 1984. 253-293; JJeBHH , 10. ll. , meKcnHp H PYCCK 8.JI .nHTep8. Typ 8.. 끼eHHHrpan， 1988:
32-49; JJoTMaH , JJ. M. , KOMMeHTap싸{ 1< EHPHC rOJ1}'HOB. cn5. 1996; WTelíH , A. , nyDJKHH H
meKcnHp: meKcnHposeneHHe. 2 T. 1976. MO Cl< Ba , 1977. 144-175.
2. This view is well illustrated in E. M. W. Tillyard ’ s The Elizabethan World Picture
and Shakespeare's History Plays
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РеЗlOме

"Престол Безвластны"" и

"Borrowed Robes"

Мун Хн Генг
Че Сон

Глубокое
сходстве

кровное

их

родство

взглядов

на

между

политику

Шекспиром

и

и

политическое

Пушкином чувствуется
поведение

человека,

и

в

кото

рые выражены в пьесах "Борис Годунов" и "Макбет". Герои пьес завладевают
троном посредством убийства
законное

правление

и

короля или наследников. Но их просят принять

провозглашены

законным

правителем,

и

они

оставались

в течение всего своего правления легитимными. Здесь мы можем видеть, что
между человеком и тем,

что он символизирует, существует

противоречие.

Это

противоречие между публичной фигурой правителяи и его личностью поднимает
вопрос о природе

нно, Пушкин менее

законной власти как таковой. Кажется, что Шекспир косве

косвенно говорят нам, что царствование само по себе не

великое, неотчуждаемое

право, данное

божьему

избраннику, а

каждый может взять на себя, присвоив внешние символы власти

роль,

--

которую

такие, как

царское платье, корона или трон. В этом смысле никому не предназначено су
дьбой

носить царскую одежду,

политическое

актер,

учреждение

и

все

продолжает

троны из начально
жить,

если

эту

пусты.

роль

Государь

исполняет

который просто должен надеть соответствующую одежду и

как

любой

корону. Итак,

политика становится в полной мере областью театральной игры и каждый пра-
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BHTenb 60nee H MeHee ~yBcTByeT npOTHBOpe~He Me*~y BHemHhlM CHMBOnOM H BHyTpeHHblM ~enOBeKOM.

11

3TO npOTHBOpe~He npHHa~ne*aeT He TOnbKO y3ypnaTopaM ,

HO H BCeM npaBHTe JlSl M. B mHpOKOM c Mbl cne 3TO npO TliB Ope~He ne*HT B ueHTpe
~enOBeKa

KaK

nOnHTH~eCKOrO

XOTenH Bhlpa*aTb ,

KOr~a

cy m.eCTBa Bo06 m. e.

11

OHH nHCanH 0 Y3ypnaTOpaX.

BOT ~TO

Dl eKCnHp H ny띠 KHH

